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Joan E. Aitken is Professor, Communication, Park University. Previously, Dr. Aitken taught at the University of Missouri-Kansas City, University of Louisiana-Lafayette, and University of Arkansas-Fayetteville. A former editor of the National Communication Association’s *Communication Teacher*, Aitken has published ten books and more than 50 articles and book chapters. This award winning teacher and scholar is a first generation US American, who has traveled in Africa, Europe, and Asia. Aitken received certification to teach ESL/EFL and taught English in the People’s Republic of China and in US migrant worker programs.

* * *

Mike Allen (PhD, Michigan State University) is Professor and Chair in the Department of Communication, UW-Milwaukee. He teaches classes in nonverbal, social influence, sexuality, and quantitative research methods. He has more than 200 published works and been a part of funded research projects supported by the Department of Justice, National Institute of Occupational Health and Safety, Central States Communication Association, American Forensic Association, and the State of Michigan. He is most known for his work using meta-analysis, having published more than 100, and has been honored with the John Hunter Award for Lifetime Achievement for meta-analysis in communication research awarded by the International Communication Association.

Matthew H. Barton (PhD – University of Nebraska-Lincoln) is Associate Professor in the Communication Department at Southern Utah University. He has published research about the scholarship of teaching and creating appropriate connections with students and classroom environments in *Communication Education, Communication Teacher & The Basic Communication Course Annual*. In addition, he has been honored with his institutions’ highest awards in teaching including: Outstanding Educator and Faculty Fellow in Service Learning. His other research interests are in rhetoric, *apologia*, politics and health communication.
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Roy Berko is the former Associate Director of the National Communication Association. He has authored or co-authored more than 25 communication textbooks and numerous professional articles and studies. Dr. Berko’s academic work in the fields of communication and counseling offer a unique perspective on interpersonal communication. Berko has been a professor (Lorain County Community College, Towson University, George Washington University, University of Maryland and Notre Dame College of Ohio), a mental health counselor in private practice, a crisis counselor, and a communication trainer.

Nicholas David Bowman is on the faculty at West Virginia University. His academic interests are concerned with understanding how communication technology has changed the way we share and respond to mass information. As our social world becomes increasingly mediated and virtual, he studies how media users respond cognitively and emotionally to mediation as well as if and how they differentiate between the real and virtual worlds.

Silvia Giovanardi Byer, PhD, is an Associate Professor of Modern Languages at Park University. She serves as Program Coordinator of the Modern Language program and is the Assistant Director of the Honors Program. Dr. Byer’s research interests vary from Italian Renaissance Literature to Language Acquisition. Dr. Byer’s publications include books, manuals and journal articles; she is also an assiduous presenter at professional conferences. She was named the 2011 Park University Distinguished Humanities Professor. Dr. Byer has lived in three distinctive cultures: Argentina, Italy, and the U.S. The perspectives Dr. Byer gained through her life experiences give unique depth and texture to her teaching. She primarily teaches Spanish culture, language and literature courses; when the opportunity presents itself, she teaches Italian and French.

Giovanna Carloni is a lecturer at the University of Urbino, Italy. She earned her degree in Foreign Languages and Literature from the University of Urbino, Italy, and her Master of Arts in Italian Studies from The Ohio State University, USA. She teaches Second Language Acquisition, Content and Language Integrated Learning, English Linguistics, and Corpus Linguistics. She is the CLIL expert at the Content and Language Integrated Learning Center established at the University of Urbino. Her research interests include applied linguistics, Content and Language Integrated Learning, English linguistics, Corpus linguistics, translation, and e-learning.
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Steven D. Cohen is an Assistant Professor in the School of Communications Design at the University of Baltimore. He is an award-winning teacher who is well-known for delivering dynamic courses and seminars that help participants improve their communication skills in real time. An expert on public speaking, Dr. Cohen researches and writes about communication education, public speaking, and leadership communication. His work has appeared in Communication Teacher, Listening Education, Relevant Rhetoric, and the International Journal of Listening. Dr. Cohen is the author of two books, Lessons from the Podium: Public Speaking as a Leadership Art and Public Speaking: The Path to Success. He is also the editor of On the Path to Success: Readings and Resources.

D. Joseph Cunningham is an Academic Program Associate and Doctoral Candidate in the Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures at the University of Kansas. His research focuses on synchronous computer-mediated communication, interlanguage pragmatic development, and enhancing pedagogy through technology. He has presented this research at a number of regional and national conferences, including the Computer Assisted Language Instruction Consortium (CALICO), the Second Language Research Forum (SLRF), and the American Association for Applied Linguistics (AAAL). Mr. Cunningham’s contributions to the field were recognized by the conferral of the 2013 CALICO Outstanding Graduate Student Award.

Keith E. Dilbeck is a doctoral student of Communication at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He has taught interpersonal communication, organizational communication, a variety of international communicative-English courses, debate, and public speaking. Currently he teaches cross-cultural communication. His work is published in Human Communication, the Journal of Intercultural Communication, and Communication Monographs. In addition to documentary work with UNESCO in Latin America, and work as a consultant for various government and nongovernment organizations in Southeast Asia, Keith works with the Center for International Education at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Patrick J. Dillon (PhD., University of South Florida, anticipated 2013) is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Communication at the University of Memphis. His research interests include patient-provider interaction, health disparities, and research methodology. He teaches courses in family communication, health communication, and interpersonal communication.
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**Andrés Domínguez** is a PhD student of Communication Development at the University Complutense, Madrid (Spain), where he is also currently an instructor in the Sociology IV Department. Andrés Domínguez also works as a journalist and a consultant for NGOs and the UN in issues related to Communication and Development processes. Andrés’ ongoing focus is the use of indicators for evaluating communication empowerment.

**Ashley Drysdale** is an alumnus of Park University’s Masters in Communication and Leadership online program. She currently teaches online for Everest University and Colorado Community College. Interpersonal Communication is a course that she routinely instructs. Ashley also has been a teaching assistant for Ashford University for several years. As an Air Force wife and mother to two young children, Ashley hopes to continue to her career in online academia. Future areas of research that interest her include topics related to non-traditional students and the development of online classroom communities.

**Estela Ene** (PhD in Second Language Acquisition and Teaching, University of Arizona) is Assistant Professor and Director of the English for Academic Purposes at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis. She has taught graduate and undergraduate composition and applied linguistics courses for native and non-native English speakers, face-to-face and online. Her research interests include second/foreign language writing, teacher training, program development and administration, and teaching with technology. She has published in *CALICO (Computer Assisted Language Instruction Consortium) Journal*, *ELTJ (English Language Teaching Journal)*, *ITL-International Journal of Applied Linguistics*, and the *Encyclopedia of Applied Linguistics*.

**Dinah Esquivel**, raised in Price, Utah and is living in San Antonio, Texas since 1992. She graduated with honors, Cum Laude in 2004 from University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) with a B.A. in Communications, concentration in Public Relations and a minor in Business Administration. She completed a Master of Arts, Communication and Leadership, Park University. She founded her company, Esquivel Consulting, LLC, in 2007. With the support of her husband Nestor Esquivel and children, she provides writing, research, and communication services in her consulting business.
**Serafima Gettys** is the Coordinator of Foreign Language Program and Assistant Professor at Lewis University. She received a PhD, A.I. Gertzen State Pedagogical University- Leningrad, USSR and 1972 M.A./B.A., A.I. Gertzen State Pedagogical University- Leningrad, USSR.

**Martin Guardado** (PhD, University of British Columbia) is an Associate Professor of Applied Linguistics and the Academic Director of the English Language Program at the University of Alberta. He obtained his PhD from the Department of Language and Literacy Education at the University of British Columbia. His research interests include second language socialization in home, school and community settings, heritage languages, diasporic identities, teaching English as a second language, and technology and second language education. His work has appeared in several peer-reviewed journals and edited books, including *The Canadian Modern Language Review, TESOL Quarterly, Canadian Journal of Applied Linguistics, Journal of Language, Identity and Education, Computers and Composition*, and *Canadian Ethnic Studies*.

**Ilknur Istifci** holds both MA and PhD degrees in English Language Teaching. She is currently teaching in the School of Foreign Languages, Anadolu University. Her research interests include teacher training, discourse analysis, speech acts, cross-cultural studies, and teaching language skills in distance education.

**J. Jacob Jenkins** (PhD, University of South Florida; B.Arch., Drury University) is an Assistant Professor of Communication at California State University Channel Islands. Jenkins has received numerous teaching awards University of South Florida and the Florida Communication Association. His research has also been honored by the Waterhouse Family Institute for the Study of Communication and Society, the Carl Couch Institute for Social and Internet Research, and the CMM Institute for Personal and Social Evolution. In 2011, Jenkins was selected to participate in the National Communication Association’s Doctoral Honor Seminar, and was nominated for the Drury University’s Distinguished Young Alumnus Award. In 2013, he was awarded the University of South Florida’s Golden Bull Award, and was selected as one of the university’s “Leaders of Distinction.” He has since traveled throughout China, Japan, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Great Britain, and the United States fulfilling humanitarian work; he has studied abroad in Italy, France, Germany, Vatican City, and The Netherlands. Jenkins’ major areas of study include Organizational Communication, Interpersonal/Intercultural Communication, and Applied Research Methods. In his free time, he enjoys film, travel, and being referred to as “Dr. J.”
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Yasemin Kırkgöz completed her MA and PhD at Aston University, England. Currently, she is working as an associate professor at the English Language Teacher Education Department of the Faculty of Education, Çukurova University, Turkey, and has the responsibility as Head of the Department of Foreign Languages. The courses she teaches at the undergraduate level include Teaching Language Skills, Vocabulary, and Teaching Practicum, and at the post graduate level Problem-based Learning in ELT, English for Specific Purposes, Foreign Language Education Policy. Her research interests focus on language policy, integrating computers in education, curriculum design and innovation management, textbook evaluation, teaching English to young learners. She has published articles on these topics in national and international journals including The Reading Matrix, RELC Journal, Current Issues in Language Planning, Teaching and Teacher Education, and Teaching in Higher Education. She has also published book chapters and reviewed several books.

Yuping Mao (PhD, Ohio University) is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Media and Communication at Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Her research focuses on intercultural, organizational, and health communication. Yuping teaches undergraduate and graduate courses on research methods, organizational communication, health communication, media campaign, and culture, new media, and business. She also supervises both undergraduate and graduate theses. Yuping has published a few book chapters, and her work has also been published in peer reviewed journals such as, Communication Research, Canadian Journal of Communication, China Media Research, International Journal of Health Planning and Management, Journal of Substance Use, and Italian Journal of Pediatrics.

Mridula Mascarenhas is a Doctoral Student and Instructor in the Department of Communication at University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Martin McMurrich is a language instructor in the Language Institute at Rangsit University, Phatum Tani, Thailand. At the time the research for this volume was carried out, he was teaching at Bangkok University in Thailand. He received his B.A. in International Studies from Mahidol University International College (Thailand). He has also completed CELTA training in Melbourne, Australia. Martin has been involved with the language training of mainly teenage and young adult Thai students for the past 13 years. While teaching is his main responsibility, Martin has also been involved with the in-house production of materials and texts.
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**Kevin R. Meyer** (PhD, Ohio University) is an Assistant Professor and the Director of Forensics in the School of Communication at Illinois State University. His research interests include instructional communication with a particular interest in participation grades and student silence, communication education, the basic communication course, sports apologia, argumentation and debate, and health communication campaigns. He has published research in *Communication Research Reports, Basic Communication Course Annual, Communication Research, Health Communication, Communication Teacher, Clinical Transplantation,* and *Argumentation and Advocacy,* among other journals and edited books. He teaches the basic communication course, communication research methods, and undergraduate and graduate courses in small group communication.

**Seyed Shahab Miri** is an undergraduate student of Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) at Shahid Rajaee Teacher Training University. He works as a part time English teacher. He is the head of the Scientific Association of English Students (SAES) at Shahid Rajaee Teacher Training University where he manages all academic and scientific affairs of English students such as workshops, scientific conferences, and extracurricular activities. He has shown enthusiasm in second language learning and teaching research recently and has collaborated in some research projects like the cases reported in this chapter as a research assistant. His main research interest is computer-assisted language learning.

**James M. Perren** is an Assistant Professor of ESL and TESOL and a teacher trainer in the Department of World Languages at Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti, Michigan. As an early adopter of technology, James has been exploring the connection between English language education and computer technologies since 1998. He has combined 20 years of experience as an English language educator and his expertise teaching effective use of computer technologies in teacher training to assist educators and language users meet their learning goals. Dr. Perren holds a Master’s Degree in TESOL as well as an Educational Doctorate degree in Curriculum, Instruction, and Technology. He has authored book chapters on language teacher collaboration and service learning in applied linguistics as well as articles in *The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge, and Society,* and *The International Journal of the Humanities.*
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Mehrak Rahimi is assistant professor of Applied Linguistics. She has been working in the English Department of Shahid Rajaee Teacher Training University from 2004 up to the present. Her main areas of research are computer-assisted language learning (CALL), foreign language teacher education, and materials development. Some of the courses she has taught include Language Teaching Methodology, Practice Teaching, Applied Linguistics, Technology Use in Language Classes, and Curriculum Design and Materials Evaluation. She has published in international journals such as *Asian EFL Journal*, *Asia Pacific Education Review*, and *Computers in Human Behavior*. She is the reviewer of some international peer-reviewed journals as well.

Carmen Rivas is a Research Assistant on three federally-funded grants at the Center for Advanced Technology in Education. She coordinates the implementation of research projects in classrooms, develops student and teacher curriculum & training materials, including assessments and website content. Her research interests include professional development methods for successful technology integration and the creation of interactive tools to target a variety of learning needs. She has co-presented at regional and national conferences on behalf of the Collaborative Online Projects for English Language Learners in Science project. Ms. Rivas was an elementary teacher in Oregon for six years prior to joining the Center for Advanced Technology in Education at the University of Oregon. She completed her Bachelor’s degree with a focus on media, policy & communications in 2001 and obtained her Master’s degree in Teaching in 2007.

Jon Dornaleteche Ruiz is a Professor of Advertising at University of Valladolid, Spain. He received his PhD from a European program at the University of Valladolid, Aarhus University, and Tolousse University. Jon Dornaleteche has authored papers in different scientific journals, most of them concerning topics such us advertising, semiotics, cinema, and communication in the classroom. He teaches Technologies of communication and implements project based and cooperative learning. Jon’s ongoing focus is on experiments in communication education.

Kevin A. Stein (PhD – University of Missouri-Columbia) is an Associate Professor in the Department of Communication at Southern Utah University. He has published numerous articles in the areas of political campaign communication as well as the rhetoric of *kategoria* (attack), *apologia* (defense), and *antapologia* (response to *apologia*). In addition, he has received his institution’s “Distinguished Educator of the Year” award and been a finalist for the “Professor of the Year” award given annually by students.
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**Heather Lee Strafaccia** was born in St. Paul, Minnesota. She has spent much of her life traveling throughout the United States and abroad. Today, she continues her travels and education career as a spouse of an Air Force pilot. Heather earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in Mass Communication: Public Relations from Winona State University as well as a Master of Arts in Communication and Leadership from Park University. She currently teaches communication for higher education and plans to pursue an advanced degree in communication.

**Fatima E. Terrazas-Arellanes** is a Research Associate at the Center for Advanced Technology in Education at the University of Oregon. Dr. Terrazas-Arellanes is the Co-Principal Investigator of the Collaborative Online Projects for English Language Learners in Science, a three and a half year grant funded by the National Science Foundation to promote the teaching and learning of Science to English learners. Dr. Terrazas-Arellanes was an educator in Mexico and has coordinated research projects in Spanish literacy instruction, second language acquisition, and eText supports. Dr. Terrazas-Arellanes’ areas of expertise include: (a) literacy and bi-literacy instruction for Spanish speaking English learners, (b) use of assistive technology to address the educational needs of students with learning disabilities, and (c) research design and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data. Dr. Terrazas-Arellanes received her Master’s of Science in Special Education in 2008, and her Doctorate in School Psychology in 2009, both from the University of Oregon.

**Emily Walden** is a Research Assistant on three federally-funded grants at the Center for Advanced Technology in Education (CATE). She assists with projects that concentrate on instructional interventions. Projects she has worked on focus on enhancing academic, digital, and media literacy in K-12 students, especially English Language Learners and students with learning disabilities, through technology. She helps with creating assessment materials, entering and organizing data, analyzing data, and writing and editing technical reports, grants, and articles. In addition, she assists with implementing projects in classrooms. Prior to joining CATE, she was the primary investigator in studies at the University of Oregon that looked at the effects of trauma on child development. She completed her B.A. in English and psychology in 2010 and her M.A. in developmental psychology in 2011 at the University of Oregon. She has also taught introductory psychology courses at Lane Community College in Eugene, Oregon.
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**Hongmei Wang** is a lecturer in the Foreign Language School of Shanghai University, China, and a PhD candidate of Nottingham University, Ningbo, China. She teaches College English and Intermediate English Translation. Her present research interest focuses on the analysis of technical discourse.

**Michael L. Whitley** is a police investigator in North Central Texas. He is a graduate of Park University, where he earned a Master’s Degree in Communication and Leadership. Whitley’s work as a police investigator sparked his curiosity in deception detection and his subsequent research in this area. His training in the Reid Technique of Interviewing and Interrogation helped to foment his interest in deception, particularly in cases where the interviewer and interviewee were of different ethnicities. In addition to deception research, Whitley’s research interests include nonverbal decoding and acculturation theory as they relate to cross-cultural communication.

**Andrew Wolvin**, a Professor of Communication at the University of Maryland, is an internationally-recognized expert in listening behavior. Identified as one of the top-ranked active researchers in communication, Dr. Wolvin has published widely in the field. Director of the basic communication course at Maryland, Wolvin also has extensive experience as a listening and communication consultant in federal agencies and private corporations.

**Hui Yuan** is a lecturer in the Foreign Language School of Shanghai Ocean University, China, and a PhD candidate of Shanghai International Studies University, Shanghai, China. She teaches College English. Her present research interest focuses on instructed second language acquisition.

**Shanshan Zhang** is a lecturer in the Foreign Language School of Shanghai University, China. She teaches College English, Business English Writing and Intercultural Communication. She received her MA from Shanghai International Studies University and was visiting scholar at Park University, USA in 2011. Her research interests include intercultural communication and TESOL. She is a major participant in developing the Intercultural Multimodal College English Course of Shanghai University (2011-2013).